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The Rise and Rise of Green Issuance and Investment

Green issuance and investment is on a firm upward trajectory, propelled by the 2015 Paris  
Climate Agreement, and the impetus it created to finance $1 trillion a year in investments 
for renewable energy and other initiatives to limit global warming.

At the same time, long-term investors are also recognizing the threat from greenhouse  
gases and have begun to diversify portfolios away from carbon-based investment. The  
final push is coming from corporations as they start to contend with the consequences  
of increasingly extreme and violent weather and flooding. Many now see that managing  
environmental exposure may be more than risk management; it may be good for business.

Sustainable Debt Surpassed $350 Billion in 2019 
Annual Excluded Issuance By Instrument Type

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative.
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A Framework opinion is available as part of Green Evaluation report at a transaction level or as a standalone report (see example). 
A Transaction opinion is available as part of the transaction-level Green Evaluation report only. 

S&P Global Ratings Green Evaluations

Second Party Opinion: Framework and Transaction

S&P Global Ratings can provide a Second Party Opinion on a company’s framework or  
transaction’s alignment with the Green Bond Principles or Green Loan Principles. 

Why do companies get a Second Party Opinion?

Gives investors confidence that proceeds are 
intended to finance green projects 

Provides an independent assessment of how 
projects align with globally accepted market 
standards such as the Green Bond Principles  
or Green Loan Principles

Demonstrates the impact and credibility of  
a green transaction or framework to investors
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Green Bond Framework Description 

1. Use of proceeds 

The GBP stipulates that a seeker of finance should commit the net 
proceeds of an issuance exclusively to eligible green projects. Further, 
according to the GBP, eligible projects will seek to achieve at least one 
of five environmental objectives: climate change mitigation, climate 
change adaptation, natural resource conservation, biodiversity 
conservation, and pollution prevention and control. 

In our view, each of the three eligible categories stated in the Eire 
Communications’ green bond framework – energy efficiency, renewable 
energy, and green buildings – meet at least one of the GBP 
environmental objectives. The energy efficiency project, which involves 
upgrading copper wire to fiber optic cable, in our view, contributes to the 
climate change mitigation objective. Similarly, we also believe that 
green buildings, which is the renovation of existing commercial 
buildings, and renewable energy – the company’s commitment to install 
solar PV assets – also contribute to this environmental objective. Eire 
Communications' green bond framework also details use of proceeds 
criteria at the subcategory level. For example, under its green building 
category, the company seeks to roll out internet of things networks, 
which aim to support energy savings in both its own and customers’ 
buildings. As these eligible categories meet at least one of the GBP’s 
recognized environmental objectives, we regard Eire Communications’ 
green bond framework as aligned with the first component of the GBP. 

2. Process for project evaluation and selection 

To align with the second component of the GBP, the GBP provide that a 
seeker of finance must explain the process by which eligible projects 
are selected, the related eligibility criteria applied to select those 
projects, including exclusionary criteria, if applicable, and the overall 
sustainability objectives that underpin the selection process. 

Eire Communications’ commitment to climate protection and increasing 
energy efficiency across its operations shapes its process for 
determining eligible categories. Eire Communications' project selection 
process achieves this overarching aim through what we view as a 
transparent project identification and selection system. The company 
has established a green bond committee that is responsible for 
selecting eligible projects according to the use of proceeds criteria and 
its ESG risk management framework. The committee comprises 
representatives from various departments, including corporate 
treasury, operations, engineering, and its corporate sustainability. 

In outlining each of the steps for selecting eligible projects, Eire 
Communications demonstrates what we observe to be a high level of 

transparency, and, in our view, shows alignment with the second 
component of the GBP. 

3. Management of proceeds 

To be aligned with the third component of the GBP, a seeker of finance 
must monitor the net proceeds of all outstanding green bond 
transactions, which includes tracking the proceeds appropriately and 
adjusting the balance of net proceeds to match allocations to eligible 
green projects. Similarly, to be aligned with the GBP, a seeker of finance 
must also disclose to investors the intended types of temporary 
placement it intends to use for unallocated proceeds.  

Eire Communications’ green bond framework outlines its plans to 
allocate all proceeds from a green bond issuance to a portfolio of 
eligible green project categories. Further, in its green bond framework, it 
commits to monitor the allocation of proceeds from its green bond 
issuances through an internal information system, and to substitute any 
redeemed loans or any other type of financing that ceases to be an 
eligible project as soon as practicable. The company also states in its 
green bond framework that all unallocated net proceeds will be held 
either as cash or other liquid marketable instruments. As the green 
bond framework details how Eire Communications plans to monitor the 
net proceeds of all outstanding green bond transactions, we regard it as 
aligned with the third component of the GBP. 

4. Reporting 

The GBP stipulates that the seeker of finance should report on the use 
of proceeds on an annual basis until full allocation. Information 
presented in the annual report must include a list of the projects that 
receive financing, a description of each project, including the amount 
allocated to each project, and their expected environmental impact.  

Eire Communications, in our view, meets these aspects necessary for 
alignment with the GBP by stating in its green bond framework that it 
will report annually on the allocation of proceeds and on the 
environmental impact, where feasible, of eligible green projects until 
full allocation of the net proceeds of any green bonds it issues. Eire 
Communications’ green bond framework also states that allocation 
reporting will include the total amount of investments and expenditures 
in the eligible green projects portfolio, the amount or percentage of new 
and existing projects, and the balance of unallocated proceeds. Further, 
the company outlines in its green bond framework a set of quantitative 
indicators it will use to provide environmental impact reporting for each 
category. Energy efficiency impact indicators that will be included in 
annual impact reporting are described to be direct energy savings, 
increase of efficiency, annual scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions, and GHG 
intensity, while renewable energy impact indicators will include 
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This case study involves a hypothetical entity and is  
intended for demonstration purposes only. It does not 
represent a Green Evaluation for any actual entity. The 
opinions and supporting commentary are illustrative 
and could change if applied to real entities. 

Green Evaluation 

Case Study: Eire Communications Green Bond Framework 

Green Financing Framework Overview 
Eire Communications Ltd. is a major telecommunications company in Ireland that provides mobile telecommunications, 
fixed network, internet and digital TV solutions for business and residential customers nationally. The group’s stated 
sustainability focus areas of climate change and transparency align with the broader aim of the Green Bond Principles 
(GBP) to promote integrity in the green bond market through transparency, disclosure, and reporting. In our view, Eire 
Communications’ green bond framework is aligned with the four components of the GBP. 

 Entity:   Eire Communications Ltd. 

Subsector:   Media and Telecoms 

Publication date: May 05, 2019 

Location (HQ):   Dublin, Ireland 

Evaluation date:   May 05, 2020 

Contact:   Credit Analyst 
+1-234-567-890 
credit.analyst 
@spglobal.com 

Green Bond Framework Alignment Overview 

 

 1. Use of proceeds  

 

 2. Process for project evaluation and selection 
Eire Communications commits to allocate the net proceeds of green bonds 
issued under its green bond framework to eligible green projects that fit into 
three self-determined eligible categories: renewable energy, energy 
efficiency, and green buildings. These categories are recognized by the GBP, 
as they seek to contribute to the climate change mitigation environmental 
objective.  Accordingly, in our view, Eire Communications’ green bond 
framework is aligned with the first component of the GBP. 

The Eire Communications’ green bond framework outlines selection criteria 
for eligible projects that complies with Eire Communication’s sustainability 
strategy, and contributes to achieving its environmental targets. The process 
for project evaluation and selection involves assessing potential 
environmental, social, or governance (ESG) risks in line with its ESG risk 
management framework. The green bond committee then reviews and 
validates the pool of eligible green projects to ensure that they fit in the 
eligible categories and contribute to the company’s environmental targets.  
Accordingly, in our view, Eire Communications’ green bond framework is 
aligned with the second component of the GBP. 

 

 

 3. Management of proceeds  

 

 4. Reporting 
Eire Communications will monitor the allocation of net proceeds from green 
bonds issued under its green bond framework via its internal information 
systems. The company intends to group all eligible green projects financed 
by its green bonds into a single common pool, which will further enable the 
proper management of proceeds. The balance of any unallocated proceeds 
will be managed following the company’s liquidity and cash management 
policies.  Accordingly, in our view, Eire Communications’ green bond 
framework is aligned with the third component of the GBP. 

Eire Communications intends to report the allocation of proceeds until fully 
disbursed following its annual reporting cycle, which is available on the 
company’s website. The company commits to providing reporting for all of its 
outstanding green bonds on an aggregated level. In addition, Eire 
Communications will provide reports on the impact of the portfolio, at least at 
a category level. Accordingly, in our view, Eire Communications’ green bond 
framework is aligned with the fourth component of the GBP. 

Example of a Green Framework Report
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Transaction Impact Assessment 

A Green Evaluation at the transaction level provides investors with an independent and  
data-driven assessment of the environmental impact and climate risk attributes of a  
security/asset. 

What are the benefits of a deeper dive impact assessment?

Clearly articulate  
the net environmental 
benefit of a  
green financing 

Tell the story of how  
they contribute to  
the green transition

Differentiate 
themselves from 
their peers by going 
beyond the standard 
external review

Increase transparency 
by providing investors 
with additional 
analysis and rationale 
of key strengths  
and weaknesses 

Meet expectations of 
investors and regional 
regulatory standards

Help investors 
easily compare and 
benchmark against 
other companies

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

Companies can utilize their Green Evaluation score  
and accompanying report to:

 
 

  

 
 

 
 



Our Green Evaluation Approach

Weighted aggregate of three:

Mitigation
Buildings, industrial efficiencies, energy 
infrastructure, transport, and water

Adaptation
Resilience capex such as flood 
defenses, asset protection etc.

Common approach used amongst second opinion providers Unique to S&P Global Ratings

Net Benefit Ranking
eKPI’s: Carbon, Waste, Water Use

Hierarchy Applied

Cost Benefit Ranking
Resilience benefit ratio: 
Estimate of reduction in damages 
if event occurs

Final Green Evaluation (E1- E4 or R1- R4)

eKPI – Environmental Key Performance Indicator 

Transparency
 – Use of proceeds reporting
 – Reporting comprehensiveness

Governance
 – Management of proceeds
 – Impact Assessment Structure

Environmental Impact Resilience Level

Adaptation ScoreMitigation Score

Transparency Governance Mitigation Adaptation Green Evaluation



Surely we have a responsibility 
to leave for future generations 
a planet that it is healthy and 
habitable by all species.

Sir David Attenborough 
Broadcaster and Natural Historian

Current Modules

What We Assess

Water

Buildings

Transport

Energy Efficiency

Fossil Fuels & Nuclear

Waste

Agriculture & Forestry

Renewable Energy



Why S&P Global Ratings?

Connected – S&P Global Ratings’ extensive outreach and well-established relationships with  
market participants through meetings and other digital channels provides a platform for 
companies to tell their sustainability story. 

Credible – We apply the same level of rigor that we do to our credit rating assessments to our 
green finance second opinions and impact analysis. Our deep dive analysis is powered by the 
environmental data expertise of Trucost, a long-standing source of environmental data and 
analytics to the investor community. 

Transparent – In addition to a second opinion we can provide a quantitative, relative green impact 
score at a transaction level. This deep-dive analysis helps investors understand the green impact 
of their investment. 

One-stop shop – A company can obtain a second opinion for both the framework and transaction, 
as well as a deep-dive impact assessment of the transaction through S&P Global Ratings, 
minimizing pain points from changing providers. 
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